March 2016 Meeting
Date: Thursday, March 10
Location: Houston Community College Spring Branch (BW-8 and I-10 West)
Time: Gathering begins at 5:45 p.m., Official meeting begins at 6:30 p.m.
Agenda: Normal business meeting, show & tell, committee reports, and door
prize drawings

Program: “OOops, Errors Nobody Caught” by Rick Ewing
Auction: An auction of numismatic items will begin ten minutes after the meeting
is adjourned. This time there can be EIGHT lots maximum. There will
be an opportunity to set up a mini-bourse before the meeting. We
are aiming to leave the building by 9:30.

Calendar Snapshot
April 12, 5:00 p.m.

Directors meeting at IHOP

April 12, 6:30 p.m.

Money Show Coordinators meeting at IHOP

April 21, 6:30 p.m.

Regular GHCC meeting at HCC Eagle Room
The Double Shift is sent to GHCC members monthly, giving those unable to attend meetings information on the activities of the club. It is also sent to clubs across the nation on an exchange basis. Information and articles may be
taken from this publication and used in other publications, giving credit to The Double Shift. Further information about
the GHCC or the Houston Money Show may be obtained from the club’s web site at www.HoustonCoinClub.org
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Announcements
The MARCH meeting has been changed to Thursday, March 10th. This is a week earlier than our
usual date; the H.C.C. will be closed on March 17th. We will be back on the regular time in April.
All meetings except December will be in the Eagle Room. Sodas and water will be available at the
GHCC meeting. Snacks are also welcome, as long as we leave the place clean.
Please consider volunteering to do a program at an upcoming GHCC meeting. Tell Bill Watson you will
be able to help with a program for June or later.
We are looking forward to the first monthly round of the Coin Quiz with an approximately $100 prize at
the March meeting.
A nominating committee was appointed to interview candidates for GHCC officer and director positions
for the 2016-2017 year. The committee reported its recommended slate at the February meeting, and the
members will vote at the March meeting. The recommended slate included nomination of the present
officers and the five present directors, with Melvin Neal and Chuck Bianchi as new directors. Installation
will be in April.
Jack Pavlovic’s March mini-bourse will be Ike Dollars (proof and unc.) and supplies.

New Applications for Membership

The following applications for membership have been approved by the EC and need approval by the
membership at the next meeting:

Robert Boysen and Jack Boysen (family)
Michelle Adkins (regular)

Future Educational Presentations
March • “OOops, Errors Nobody Caught” by Rick Ewing
April • “Club Financials” by Claude Mathes
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Minutes From the February Meeting
Greater Houston Coin Club
Minutes of Meeting held at HCC Eagle Room
Thursday, February 19, 2016

Quiz explanation – winner to get approximately
$100 worth coins based upon highest scores from
4 questions

Program: Steven Falkner “Habsburg Thalers” –
Historical perspective of the issues of the Thalers

Announcements: Next month’s meeting moved to
10th because of Spring Break. Announcement of
meeting moves also to come in the DS. EC meeting
still the 8th.
Proper meeting decorum for meeting to be
continued and we appreciate it.
TNA – GHCC Items in news please consider
joining the TNA.
GHCC Dues are going to be in arrears as of April
1st (estimated 26 members not paid).
DVD Loaner program sign up sheet is at check-in
table to schedule your turn for its use.
Visitors (2): Eddie a guest of Freddie G., Alvin S.
brought a friend, Shannon.

Business portion of Meeting:
Nomination Committee Report – Paul P, Tom
S. – All officers to return, five present directors
recommended, Melvin N., David “Chuck” B., and
the floor open for nominations. No nominations
received. Nominations closed at the end of this
meeting.
By-Laws and Standing rules moved and seconded
as accepted both published and amended in the
Double Shift.
Scholarships announced for summer seminars
– Richard, Jack, and John awarded others
applications will be considered before the end of
February deadline.
Money Show report – 51 tables contracted – a little
behind the previous years. GRB construction is
expected to be completed to ease access.
Dallas ANA – report – Table help needed to assist
the Treasure hunt for the YN’s.
Coins for A’s – Items to be auctioned, to assist with
cost of running the program.
Question about life member Anne Templeton –
status (reported by Michael W. – the member is
deceased)
Ricardo reported a convention in Bolivia on
numismatics that has a multitude of countries
sponsoring the activity. Asking us to send a letter
supporting the activity.
John T. – Door prize for attendance winner.

Show and Tell: (Tom S., Chairman)
Chuck B. – two coins – 1817 large cent, 1853 O
half-dollar, showing how easy it is to own a good
coin and not be expensive.
Wendy R. – medals (2) Swiss Shooting Medals –
1892 – Western Switzerland silver high relief and
toned – prized design.
Andrew C. – two proof mercury dimes – PF 62
and PF 65, he prefers the 62 to the 65.
Bruce B. – Book – Treasures of Imperial Russia –
well illustrated book containing many medals and
coins. 1894S Dime commentary.
Ricardo T. – copper coin – damndest copper coin Adjournment.
– 18th century token.
A 100+ lot auction was capably called by Al Stern.
Show-N-Tell winner: Andrew C. (YN)
Bill W. – Goal to increase membership – calling all
lapsed members of the last 3 years to rejoin club.
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A Perspective on Collecting
		 . . . Thoughts From the Former President
Reprinted from the current issue of the Tyler Coin Club Newsletter

A Visit to Your Editor’s “Coin Cabinet”
For several years now I have been a collector of postal
history related to Texas and also the Confederacy.
“Postal history” basically means finding an object out
of the postal system in the form of its original usage,
such as the example at the end of this article which
shows the two late 19th Century U.S. stamps affixed to
their original envelope of use. (See image at the end of
this article.)

This month your editor is branching off into a bit of a
foreign land. Instead of just sticking with the world of
numismatics I am stepping out into a discipline which
I’m thinking is a relative to numismatics, at least part
of the collector realm, the world of the philatelic which,
for novices to the phrase, means “stamp collecting.”
One thing I regularly say about numismatics is “there is
more to numismatics than just collecting coins.” One
of my prime operating procedures is taking a look at
what is in the hand and then discerning what historical
insight is to be gleaned. I feel comfortable sharing this
bit of a transfer of emphasis because the character of
whom I speak is one whose image is quite familiar to
the collector of numismatic material from the era of the
American Civil War. Here is a hint about whom I am
speaking:

Now that you have found the envelope here are a few
things to consider on that visual. First off it is from
the United States “House of Representatives.” The
postmark, even though it is difficult to read, shows the
piece to have been “posted” on the 29 of October, 1887
from Palestine, Texas. The reader can also check out to
whom this is addressed: “Honorable Jefferson Davis,
Beauvoir, Mississippi.”
The featured item to examine is the handwritten note
running vertically at the left side of the envelope. Keep
in mind that back in those days one of the ways to
document correspondence was for the receiver to jot
a few notes on the envelope which would remain long
after a letter has been responded to, in this case one
hundred and twenty eight years. The note here reads:
“J. H. Reagan answered my letter to Lubbock in a long
article for the public.”
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So putting all the details here together your editor has
discerned the following: The envelope came from the
House of Representatives but does not carry the “free
frank” of a member of the House, but instead has two
stamps in place. The Palestine, Texas postmark brings
me to consider one individual, a fellow Texan by the
name of John H. Reagan, you may recall I had an
article on him several years ago. By October of 1887
Reagan was a member of the United
States Senate, prior to that point, even
into early 1887, Reagan held a seat
in the House of Representatives. I’m
thinking that this envelope came home
to Palestine with him at some point
and was available for use but not for
“official” use since Reagan was no
longer a House of Representatives
member. (Got it so far?)

Davis’, (still make sense? ) wrote a letter of response
to Davis which was published in the Texas Christian
Advocate, the magazine of the Methodist Church in
Texas back in the day.
Prior to doing research I did know about the tie between
Davis and Reagan, but did not know the circumstances
or the depth of their long-time relationship. Nor was
I aware of the involvement of
Davis in what would seem to
be affairs within Texas.
I will be honest enough to say
beyond simple curiosity there
isn’t much of significance
except to note that in the process
of historical discernment the
below featured envelope, now
in your editor’s collection, is an
example of what collectibles,
and other historical items,
have the potential to give
to the observer, collector
or not; that is a look at the
past, which helps us interpret
what was significant in times
past, which gives us a way to
understand and in a circle here
to appreciate what we have in our hands.

From the handwritten inscription
on the envelope we can tell that it
originally held a letter, or perhaps
an article, sent from John H. Reagan
to Jefferson Davis, president of the
short lived Confederate States of
America. Reagan and Davis had a
long time relationships, starting in the
years prior to the Civil War, during
the Confederate years when Reagan was Postmaster
General, and at the end of the war Reagan being one
of a group of Confederate officials, including Francis Yes, this one is a bit of a challenge, yet I hope the
Lubbock, and Jefferson Davis, who were arrested by point stands. There is more to the philatelic and to the
federal troops and incarcerated for several months.
numismatic than just “collecting.” We hold history in
the hand which can lead us to some interesting insight
The inscription on the left side of the envelope is in and understanding.
the handwriting of Jefferson Davis, who received the
envelope, opened it, read the content, and made a note ‘Nuf for now.
on the envelope to remind him of the business inside.
After a bit of honest research I found the purpose of
the original letter from Reagan to Davis. Reagan and
several other high profile folk in Texas, including
Francis Lubbock, were involved in the Temperance
Movement. For reasons I do not completely understand
Jefferson Davis wrote a letter to Francis Lubbock
stating his opposition to temperance. Davis’ thoughts
were published. Lubbock shared his disappointment in
Davis with Reagan and Reagan, a long time friend of

Regards and God Bless . . . Richard
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Questions for Dr. Coyne
1) Why are the 1921 Peace Dollars so hard to find?
2) Why were the early U.S. Quarter Dollar mintages so low in comparison to other denominations?
3) What is the difference between a penny and a cent?
4) Is a screw press only used on government-issued coins?

5) Which series of U.S. copper coins was struck only at Philadelphia (No U.S. branch mints)?
6) Why does silver dip cleaner damage the luster on coins?
7) Is this piece a U.S. commemorative coin?

If you feel Dr. Coyne has slipped up on any of the responses, please tell Bill Watson.
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Dr. Coyne Responds
1) Why are the 1921 Peace Dollars so hard to find?
The 1921 Peace Dollars are hard for collectors to find today primarily because the original mintage was low: 1
million. They were only made for a few days at the end of 1921, and none seems to have been moved directly to
government storage as were 1921 Morgans and 1922-25 Peace Dollars. The 1921 Peace Dollars are of a different,
higher relief design than the dates that came later. Most of the 1921’s show incomplete striking on the high points.

2) Why were the early U.S. Quarter Dollar mintages so low in compared to other denominations?
The U.S. Mint issued quarters starting in 1796 pursuant to the Mint Act of 1792 which provided for ten
circulating denominations. The silver content specifications for the quarter, however, were remarkably close
to that of the Spanish Colonial 2 reales (2 bits) which were in generous supply in the post-Colonial economy.
With that supply, there was little pressure to produce large volumes of the coin; the mint’s effort were properly
placed on cents and other denominations which had no circulating equivalent in the supply of world coins then
in circulation. It was only after 1857, when Spanish Colonial and other world coins were withdrawn from U.S.
circulation that the mint stepped up production of our 25 cent piece. Today, of course, the quarter is a mainstay
of everyday coins while other denominations have fallen into disuse.

3) What is the difference between a penny and a cent?
The U.S. has and has always had “cents” as part of a decimal currency system put in place with the Mint Act of
April 2, 1792. It is the United Kingdom which had and has “pennies”. In fact, the English silver penny was the
only coin current in England around 1000 AD. as part of a pounds/shillings/pence system which was retired about
1970. The 1/100 pound became a “New Penny”, but many folks there still call it a “penny”. The UK does not
use Euros.
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Dr. Coyne Responds
4) Is a screw press only used on government-issued coins?
The screw press was introduced to coinage in a major way by Matthew Boulton of Birmingham, England in the
1780’s as he was the first to apply steam to the smaller human powered screw presses which had been in use in
Europe and Mexico since the early 1700’s. The U.S. Mint opened in 1793 with human powered screw presses
and continued to use them for the regular, circulating coinage until 1836. Private minters, including medal makers
have continued to use screw presses right up to today. The Gallery Mint where Ron Landis worked used them,
including on the illustrated medal.

5) Which series of U.S. copper coins was struck only at Philadelphia (No U.S. branch mints)?
The only all-copper coins in the U.S. series are the half cents and large cents which were all struck at Philadelphia
starting in 1793 and ending in 1857.

6) Why does silver dip cleaner damage the luster on coins?
The most popular buffered acid dips, including EZest and JewelLuster, remove silver sulfide toning very rapidly.
Their use is sometimes appropriate (with adequate rinsing and drying without rubbing), but users must realize that
some silver is removed from the coin’s surfaces. The tops of the radial ridges (flow lines formed on striking) are
rounded or removed. The result is a whiter surface, but with impaired luster as light is reflected differently from
what it would be with original surfaces. The dipping damage is cumulative as a given coin is repeatedly dipped.

7) Is this piece a U.S. commemorative coin?
The illustrated piece is not a U.S. commemorative coin. It is a member of the class of “Washington Pieces” of
post-Colonial issues made in Britain or America in copper and the size of a cent or halfpenny. They bear the
portrait of Washington and most of them were designed to honor our first president (though some had the collector
market in mind). They are dated 1783 through about 1796, but many of them were struck much later than the date
on the coin, including likely this one.
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Publisher’s Editorial
Views here may not reflect the views of the GHCC or its officers

Scary Counterfeits
Your editor has had a long-time interest in U.S. type coins, including the “classic” commemorative series of half
dollars. At a recent local coin club meeting a member had a couple of commemoratives which illustrate how the
Chinese have improved their product. The Texas Centennial piece was good enough to deserve the “scary good”
label. Many folks think the influx of these recent Chinese counterfeits is the greatest threat to our hobby. They are
particularly powerful when a fake coin is in a fake slab. This one came “raw”. See some other examples which
illustrate the evolution of counterfeiting to fool collectors below…..

We have come a long way since typically encountered counterfeits were mostly shoddy casts like the “Continental
Dollar” shown above. Note that this one is not very old; it even has the “COPY” stamp on the reverse as first
required by the Hobby Protection Act of 1973. But even the most casual observer would see the rough surfaces,
lack of good definition, and underweight characteristics of this piece. The “1877” Trade Dollar shown above is
little better. It, too, features weak definition (especially at the centers compared to the stars near the rim). It is
also underweight and has rough, cast surfaces. The edge is also a give-away with irregular reeding. The U.S. Mint
would be more careful to have the 7’s in the date match in style and size. No self-respecting collector would even
need the services of a Third Party Grading company to help identify this piece or the “Continental” as impostors.
The 1913 Mexico Caballito (or horse peso) shown on the next page was acquired with mixed feelings. These have
been a target of Chinese counterfeiters in the last decade. This specimen has the typical washed-out, flat white
surfaces of those bogus pieces. But it also shows what must be “cleaning” lines all over the fields. After careful
weighing (came within 1% of published specs for original pieces) and examination of the crisp incuse lettering on
the edge, it now appears that this specimen is real, though its value is surely impaired by the harsh cleaning. The
coloring may be recently induced, as a means to help cover the evidence of harsh cleaning.
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Publisher’s Editorial

In the area of bogus coins to be avoided, we potentially find real coins with altered dates or mintmarks. A 1909
Indian Cent is a prize when it bears a San Francisco mintmark. Since there are so many spurious examples
around, a collector would do well to obtain one of these in a PCGS, NGC, or ANACS slab. The TPGs have
an exemplary record of weeding out the whole-coin counterfeits and the altered coin examples of this date and
similar pieces like 1916-D dimes.
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Publisher’s Editorial
While this Indian Cent would have a market value high enough to support the submission fees to a TPG, it
is not a slam-dunk for submission. The considerable dirt and possible corrosion on its surfaces will likely
condemn it to a “details” or “qualified” slab. The only reason for submitting this one would be to get the
TPG’s stamp of authenticity on it. The mintmark looks perfect, and it is in the right position (only one set
of dies made the whole 277,000 mintage). Likewise the 1909 date is in the right position on the obverse,
as we should expect as this is the first year that all cents’ dates were part of the hub and not individually
entered on working dies.

The introductory paragraph to this piece talked about the “scary good” quality of some recent Chinese counterfeits
now polluting the coin market. This Texas commemorative half dollar my not even be the “best” of them, but it is
good enough to give us pause. If you were faced with a tray of various genuine commemorative halves but with a
couple of these thrown in, would you be able to pick them out? The color of this one seems to me to be a bit “off”.
It could be low in silver, or it could be an attempt at fake toning. Compared to an original, the design elements are
all in perfect positions. Likely a photographically-based die making process was used. But the relief is not well
executed. The finer details are “mushy”, and the lettering does not rise as quickly from the plane of the fields as
it should. There are some die polish lines visible around 7:00 o’clock on the obverse which may have transferred
from the host coin – counterfeits are often not good enough to show these. But the fields of this fake piece are
“matte” or slightly granular, showing roughness that is not present on the real ones.
GHCC members have a wonderful resource in other club members attending our monthly meetings to bring
suspect pieces for examination and comment. An in-hand look is better than even the best photographs when
talking about authentication.

John Barber
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Coins-For-A’s Program Progress Report
The CFA Program was again quite active in its fall season in February as YNs submitted mostly third marking
period report cards. In February, the program reached 50 students. One small school was served, with the rest
being individuals. The CFA inventory is being continuously restocked. It is now adequate in most areas, but
donations are always appreciated! At the Money Show, dealers were generous with donations, and some that
are unsuitable for individual students will be auctioned at GHCC meetings over the next few months (donors’
permission was obtained). The administrator continues to receive a stream of “thank you” notes to GHCC for
this program. Students apply for awards individually and through their teacher.

The 60th Annual
Houston Money Show
Thursday, December 1, 2016 • 1 pm – 6:00 pm
Friday, December 2 • 10 am – 6:00 pm
Saturday, December 3 • 10 am – 5:00 pm
GEORGE R. BROWN CONVENTION CENTER
1001 Avenida de Las Americas
Houston, Texas
Gail Brichford, Show Chairman • Claude Mathes, Dealer Relations Chairman

ANA News
The American Numismatic Association is
excited to announce its digital archives of all
127 volumes of its flagship publication, The
Numismatist. Beginning December 1, ANA
members can access every issue of the magazine,
from 1888 to the present.
The ANA has issued a call for exhibits to be
placed at the National Money Show in Dallas
in March.

Meeting Reminders
Arrive early to socialize with other members.
Bring an item and a MAXIMUM 3-minute story
for Show and Tell.
Consider volunteering to bring a meal or snacks
for a meeting.
Bring a guest to the next meeting.
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Member Spotlight

Bill Watson

Personal History

Work Record for the Club and HMS

Age: 75 Profession: Retired Small Business Owner
Born Texan; raised in Mineral Wells and high school
graduation was there during the Vietnam War Era.
Now widowed; 2 sons; 3 grandsons

Collecting History

Bill has been Vice President and Programs Chair for
GHCC for several terms, including likely re-election
for 2016-17. We have Bill to thank for the excellence
and diversity of speakers and interesting programs
brought to our monthly meetings.
He has quietly lugged cases of water and soda
refreshments to our HCC meetings for years.

Began collecting as a boy when Buffalo Nickels,
Mercury Dimes, and worthwhile cents were available He is Security Chair for the annual Houston Money
from circulation. A hiatus intervened after the teen Show and works year-round on Show tasks.
years. Collecting restarted about 15 years ago when
Ralph Ross was a teacher at the same school as Bill’s
wife (Clements HS). Bill has been hot after it ever
since.

Favorites

Bill enjoys a wide variety of coins, stamps, and even
paper money. We have seen him buy auction lots of
mixed wheat cents, silver-related “coinage”, real type
coins, silver dollars, and many world coins.
Social interactions with fellow collectors are important,
and among the meetings of GHCC, Tomball, Pasadena,
and Bellaire Clubs, Bill attends an average of one coin
meeting a week. He rarely misses a local coin show,
either.
Editor’s Note:
Every month, your newsletter editor attempts to provide a section of the publication entitled “Member Spotlight”.
He solicits a club member to write his/her story on how and when he/she began collecting numismatic items.
Sometimes no self-written submissions are forthcoming; then an “interview” and perusal of old photo files is
needed. Such is the case this month with the well-known GHCC member, Mr. Bill Watson. The editor would love
for you to share your story with us in this section. Everyone would enjoy reading it.

GHCC Executive Council
Jack Domurat, President • jackurat@sbcglobal.net
Bill Watson, Vice President • swatson@wrwatson.com
Rick Ewing, Secretary • rick_ewing@AOL.com
Claude Mathes, Treasurer • shsu021@hotmail.com
Barbara Prinsen, Director • prinsba@hotmail.com
John Barber, Director/Newsletter Editor• numis32@aol.com

Mike Greenspan, Director • tokenMG@AOL.com
John Trout, Director • jbtrouts@sbcglobal.net
Larry Reitsema, Director • lareitsema@gmail.com
Gail Brichford, Past President • gbrichford@AOL.com
Jeff Hirt, General Counsel
These Terms End Aopril 21, 2016

